
Spotinst

Bell Integration have partnered 
with Spotinst, the ultimate 
platform for running and 
optimising  Elastic Compute Cloud

..........

The Challenges
There are many different cloud hosting 
companies. Finding the best possible solution 
at an optimum price that doesn't compromise 
on reliability can seem an impossible task.  

UnuseUnused Capacity – Customers often have 
many different cloud hosted accounts that 
are managed by different departments 
without consideration of the cost for each 
environment.

LighLight left on but nobody home - The 
instances run 24X7, despite the fact they 
are not utilized during the night hours. This 
behaviour creates a lot of unused capacity 
that’s running without being put to good use. 

AdditionaAdditional costs - Can often be aligned 
to poor cloud management processes and 
how cloud is consumed, with public cloud 
providers pushing customers towards 
reserved capacity models which lock 
customers into contracts where they be 
paying for more than they need.

Reserved InstancesReserved Instances
If your organisation is buying Reserved 
Instances in the cloud, you're making a huge 
investment up front. 

Although reserved instances are significantly 
better value than on demand services (up 
to 60%), they are often the wrong size or 
timeframe to meet the business needs in a 
constantly changing market place. 

IdeallIdeally a companies reserved instance should 
be continuously managed and closely aligned 
to the organisations strategy. Typically there's 
100s of decisions which need to made every 
month with:

 100’s of usage groups to consider
 12 contract options per RI purchase
  Utilisation targets
 RI Expirations
 Manual Conversions
 Avoiding customer RI overlap
 Missed RI Marketplace opportunities
 AWS Pricing Changes
 React to usage patterns

The SolutionThe Solution
Using predictive algorithms, Spotinst enables 
you to leverage Spot Instances (AWS) and 
Low-priority VMs (Azure) with absolutely no 
risk of downtime. 

SpotinsSpotinst is a software that provisions and 
manages a collection of cloud instances. 
Using predictive analytics and historical data 
to identify and predict Spot Instances that 
are about to be “interrupted”. 

PrioPrior to termination, Spotinst automatically 
and seamlessly transitions applications to 
the least expensive “available” Instances 
with absolutely no downtime regardless of 
application type or demand.

Spotinst
Reduce 80% off cloud computing costs 
while delivering 100% service availability
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Spotinst Bell Integration

Spotinst Elastigroup predicts EC2 Spot behavior, capacity trends, pricing, and interruptions rate. Whenever there’s a 
risk of interruption, Elastigroup acts accordingly to balance capacity up to 15 minutes ahead of time, ensuring 100% 
availability. 

This means that your application will always run on the most cost-efficient collection of instances – the best-priced and most 
available Spot Instances when available and falling back to on-demand when not, in addition to prioritising any reserved instances 
you may already own.

ElastigrouElastigroup supports the vast majority of common applications, automatically plugging into the architecture you already use (see 
use cases below). As long as your instance isn’t a single point of failure, you can utilize Elastigroup to start saving.

Elastigroup is tightly integrated with other AWS services including EMR, Auto Scaling, Elastic Beanstalk, OpsWorks, Elastic Container 
Service (ECS), CloudFormation, Data Pipeline and Batch, providing you a wide variety of choices in how you launch and maintain 
your applications running on EC2 Spot Instances.

Benefits

 Save up to 80%         Fast to deploy, just 15 Minutes to set up

 100% availability        No architectural changes required

 Supports all major cloud providers
 (AWS,Azure, Google, Alibaba, etc..)
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How Spotinst Works
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  Spotinst Eco

Eco is designed to manage reserved instances and 
drive down costs:

 Defines, executes, and manages RI Strategy

 Continuously maximizes ROI by analyzing 1,000’s of scenarios

 Proprietary adaptive Cloud Learning Model

  Actively analyzing and leveraging pricing trends in the RI 
 resale marketplace

 Identifying anomalies in AWS pricing

 No cost upfront – only paid on results (% of savings)

  Spotinst Ocean

Spotinst Ocean provides a serverless experience for containers workloads, It manages the underlying cluster of VMs that powers 
containers orchestrators.

    Spotinst Elastigroup

Reliably leverages Spot Instances for production and mission-critical applications across multiple cloud providers.

The market leader in Compute Orchestration. Automatically adjusts cluster capacity to maintain steady, predictable performance 
at the lowest possible cost.

Service Offering
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The ultimate platform 
for managing and 
optimising 

reserved Instances
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